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Brekalo fires Torino 
to 4-goal win over 
fancied Fiorentina
MILAN: Josip Brekalo scored his first Serie
A double on Monday as Torino strolled to a
surprise 4-0 hammering of  Fiorentina.
Croatia winger Brekalo rounded off a fine
team move in the 23rd minute to put the
hosts two ahead following Wilfired Singo’s
headed opener shortly before. 

The 23-year-old made it three eight min-
utes later when he intercepted a dreadful
pass from Jose Callejon before skipping past
Pietro Terraccina and slotting home. Antonio
Sanabria rounded off the scoring just before
the hour mark to make it a resounding win
for Torino, who move up to ninth in Italy’s
top flight on 28 points.

Fiorentina are four points ahead in sixth,
nine away from the Champions League posi-
tions but still well in the fight for a spot in
Europe next year. 

The Viola have made an impression this
season, with highly-rated Dusan Vlahovic
starring up front, but were comprehensively
beaten on an off-night for Vincenzo
Italiano’s attack-minded side. Both sides
have a game in hand after their matches on
Thursday were not played due to a surge in
coronavirus cases across the league. —AFP

SYDNEY: US Open champion Emma Raducanu’s
Australian Open warm-up tournament lasted just
55 minutes after she was thrashed 6-0, 6-1 by
Elena Rybakina at the Sydney International yes-
terday. The 19-year-old Raducanu took the tennis
world by storm in September when she won the
US Open as a qualifier. She opted not to play last
week’s Melbourne Summer Set tournament after
recovering from COVID-19, meaning her last
chance for some match practice ahead of the Open
was at this week’s Sydney Tennis Classic.

But she was blown off court by the powerful
Rybakina, who finished
runner-up to Ashleigh
Barty at last week’s
Adelaide International.
The 1.80-metre tal l
Rybakina was superior in
every department and
had far too much fire-
power for Raducanu.
Rybakina raced through
the first set in 24 minutes
without dropping a game
and won the first three
games of the second set before her opponent at
last held serve. But that was simply a temporary
reprieve, with Rybakina winning the next three
games to underline her total dominance.

Earlier, Tokyo Olympics gold medalist Belinda
Bencic said she felt “a little bit wobbly” in her
first match after COVID as she began her warm-
up for the Australian Open with a low-key win.
The 24-year-old Swiss cruised into the second
round with a 6-3, 6-2 victory over Brazilian qual-
ifier Beatriz Haddad Maia. But Bencic, who con-
tracted COVID in mid-December after competing
at an Abu Dhabi exhibition, admitted she had not
been at her best, with the first Grand Slam of the
year starting on Monday.

“I was struggling a little bit, getting to practice
after COVID because the pulse was getting up
and the fatigue was still there,” said Bencic, a for-
mer world number four but now ranked 23rd. “I
think I still have room to feel better and my fitness
has to get better. “I still feel a little bit wobbly and
so I think there is still potential, but I’m happy that
I can play this tournament.” She will now take on
Oceane Dodin of France in the next round. Dodin,
a lucky loser from qualifying, beat Mexican dou-
bles specialist Giuliana Olmos 6-4, 6-1. World
number 20 Elise Mertens also moved through the

first round with a com-
fortable 6-2, 7-6 (7/5)
win over France’s Fiona
Ferro.

The Belgian will take
on Daria Kasatkina of
Russia in the second
round. But Jessica Pegula,
ranked two places below
Mertens at 22 in the
world, was beaten by
France’s Caroline Garcia
6-4, 7-6 (7/3). In the

men’s draw, former world number one Andy
Murray demolished Norwegian qualifier Viktor
Durasovic 6-3, 6-1 in just 71 minutes. Murray, who
was given a wildcard this week after his first-
round loss in Melbourne last week, was far too
strong for the erratic Durasovic, who hit 23
unforced errors to Murray’s seven.

The Scotsman, now ranked 135 in the world fol-
lowing a run of debilitating injuries going back to
2018, has also been given a wildcard to next
week’s Australian Open, where he has been run-
ner-up five times. He said the form he showed
against Durasovic gave him confidence for the
Open. “I believe I can have a good run there and
who knows, if I can find a bit of form and the draw

opens up?” the 34-year-old asked. Earlier, sixth
seed Dusan Lajovic of Serbia was too strong for

Spaniard Alejandro Davidovich Fokina, winning 7-
6 (7/5), 6-4. —AFP

Raducanu thrashed 6-0, 6-1 by Rybakina

US Open champion suffers 
humiliating loss in Sydney

SYDNEY: Elena Rybakina of Kazakhstan hits a return against Emma Raducanu of Britain during their
women’s singles match at the Sydney Classic tennis tournament yesterday. —AFP

Al-Attiyah closes 
in on Dakar crown 
WADI AD-DAWASIR: South African Giniel de Villiers
won the Dakar Rally ninth stage yesterday as Nasser
Al-Attiyah moved closer to clinching his fourth title.
The 51-year-old Qatari had seen Sebastien Loeb nib-
ble away at his extensive lead over the past couple of
days. But with Friday’s finish in Riyadh looming
France’s serial world rally champion has a 39min 05sec
deficit to make up on Al-Attiyah. Saudi driver Yazeed
Al-Rahji is almost an hour adrift after this 287 kilome-
ter stage around Wadi ad-Dawasir. De Villiers nipped

home nine seconds clear on the day from his fellow
South African Henk Lategan to take his total of stage
wins in the Dakar to 18.

The 49-year-old 2009 champion said it is a mys-
tery to him how he and his car traditionally gets better
as the event progresses. “I must say, the first week was
not ideal,” he said. “It was very stressful and mentally
very, very tiring. “Definitely something I would not like
to go through again, but that’s behind us now. “I don’t
know why we often win at the end. “It would be nice to
win at the beginning as well, but we seem to do well
the longer the rally goes on, so maybe the rally needs
to be three weeks!”  In the bike category Austrian
Matthias Walkner deposed British 2017 champion Sam
Sunderland as overall leader after a stage won by Jose
Cornejo Florimo. With only three days to go Red Bull

KTM rider Walkner moved 2min12sec clear of
Sunderland in what is shaping up to be a tense run-in
for the two-wheeled title.

Less than five minutes splits the top four riders.
“One mistake can change everything” noted Walkner.
“It’s going to be a really, really close fight,” he added.
“I’ve worked for this, to be on the top...If it’s enough
for a podium or a victory, then I’m super pumped and
happy and if not, well, I cannot change it.” Sunderland
came in 14th, over eight minutes behind Florimo. “It
was quite difficult to open the stage, especially in the
dunes because the sunlight was quite bad and you
couldn’t really see where the drops were,” he reported.
“The days are counting down and it’s coming towards
the finish. In the end, I can only do my best and give it
my all. We’ll see how we end up.”—AFP

Iveco team Petronas 
De Rooy competes 
in Dakar Rally 2022
KUWAIT: Rally Dakar, the world’s most extreme rally
raid, takes place for the third time in Saudi Arabia in 2022.
Iveco team Petronas de Rooy will compete in the new
edition of the Dakar Rally with two IVECO Powerstar
trucks, which will be driven by Janus van Kasterenjr and
Hans Stacey and an IVECO Trakker with Mitchel van den
Brink behind the wheel. The 2022 edition will mark the
milestone of the 10th Dakar Rally race for the collabora-
tion between IVECO, PETRONAS, and Team De Rooy.

Al Qusaima
Recently, all the three leaders of Team De Rooy

Iveco have all finished in the top ten. Janus van
Kasteren did good business with sixth place. Martin
van den Brink finished ninth and just trumped team-
mate Vick Versteijnen. The stage from Ha’il to Al
Qaisumah had a lot of sand and dunes in store for
the riders. The Petronas Team De Rooy Iveco pilots

are satisfied with the results so far. Janus van
Kasteren, Marcel Snijders, and DarekRodewald are
in the sixth position after the second stage in the
standings.  The gap to leader Dmitry Sotnikov is
considerable (45 minutes and 37 seconds). The dif-

ferences with the teams in places four and five are
not that big. Shibalov is fourth with 22.43 behind the
number one, and Ales Loprais is number five at 31.11
behind the Kamaz leader. “A lot can still happen”
Janus says. 
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